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. QuickReport Professional v5.05 for Delphi XE2.rar.116 I don't know if it's because I'm not using the standard installation, but I can't get this
version of Delphi to build in my installation. It just says: Error: C1076: Delphi Seattle Tooling (SDK) cannot be found. Make sure that the SDK has
been installed. Make sure that the SDK path is defined correctly in the [DelphiSDK] section of the Project Options. The only information I have on
this section is that it says, "Delphi Seattle Tooling (SDK) cannot be found. Make sure that the SDK has been installed." My solution is to add the
delphi_2010_3\sdk to the platform_specific\common\sdk\Windows directory. After doing so, when I rebuild my Delphi installation, I get the same
error. I am using Visual Studio 2008. A: There is one critical thing to remember when installing these updates: Make sure that the [DelphiSDK]
section of the Project Options says: Delphi Seattle Tooling (SDK) C:\Program Files (x86)\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\9.0\bin\release\ This means
that if you installed RAD Studio 9.0, the path should be: C:\Program Files (x86)\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\9.0\bin\release\ If you installed RAD
Studio 9.1, the path should be: C:\Program Files (x86)\Embarcadero\RAD Studio\9.1\bin\release\ Since the SDK is in a folder called "r76"
(r=release, 76=9.1), it is an important thing to ensure you update the path as this value will be different. In the latest version of Delphi, the sdk
folder is simply referred to as "sdk". A: I was having the same problem. Updating the sdk path in the Project Options fixed it for me. A portion of
the disclosure of this patent document contains material which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the
facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent 2d92ce491b
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